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Foreword
I
n commending this new edition of “The Aberdarian”, I would first like you to remember that our magazine has now a very long history.  Two of its former Editors became Headmasters of our school; one old boy contributor is now F.R.S., and one of our old girl contributors still writes successful short stories.
I think the magazine should convey to any reader a picture of all our school activities, depicted, as far as possible, by the pupils themselves.  It really should record your own unique personal reactions to our school environment.  It follows that, to be successful in this respect, all pupils should take mental notes .of all outstanding affairs in their school careers and collate them for possible publication in future “Aberdarians”.  With every boy doing his own little bit, I feel sure that our “Aberdarian” would soon become the finest school magazine in Wales.  We have the capacity to do this, provided you boys co-operate to your utmost.
The Headmaster.


Editorial
A
S this is the first issue of the “Aberdarian” since Mr. W.R. Williams, B.Sc., succeeded to the office of Headmaster, both Staff and Pupils are glad of this opportunity of expressing our gratification at the well-deserved honour conferred upon him.  His initiative has wrought many changes highly appreciated by all.  That our school life has become much more varied and colourful is witnessed by the reports appearing in this number.  One of the most, remarkable features of our new regime is the high standard achieved by our corps of Prefects, who are laying down solid foundations of a splendid tradition for those who are to follow.  A sense of high responsibility and of organic unity through willing co‑operation is rapidly permeating the whole school.
We are also indebted to the Headmaster for making it possible for us to present the “Aberdarian” in a more attractive form than of late.  We trust that this departure will induce our pupil‑public to give us their most enthusiastic support, and to lay to heart the weighty appeal made by the Headmaster in his “Foreword.”
The first of a series of articles on the past history of the school, contributed by our Headmaster, appears in this issue.  We should be very grateful if parents, or boys, who have in their possession material that would be of interest in this connection, would be kind enough to forward it to the Headmaster.

